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Best games for android 2015 free

FPS games (first-person shooters) are among the most exciting gaming genres out there. It is one of the most popular genres ever. In addition, a variety of high-value games have come from it, including Halo, Call of Duty, Battlefield, Destiny, and many others. Believe it or not, there is actually a healthy supply of FPS games for Android that you can dig into. If you have a ready trigger finger, here are the
best FPS games for Android instead. Most of them require at least a semi-decent device to play. They tend to have heavy graphics, high demand for internet use, and are usually the only high resources consumed by games. Fortnite is another great FPS game on Android, but it's not in the Play Store, so we don't list it here. You can click here for installation instructions if you want to try that one! Call of
Duty: MobileCritical OpsDead Effect 2Hitman SniperInfinity OpsInto Dead 2Modern Combat 5NOVA LegacyPUBG MobileShadowgun Kara GamesCall of Duty: MobilePrice: Free to playCall of Duty: Mobile was the biggest game to launch in mobile gaming history. It also helps that people actually like the game. This is a pretty standard online FPS shooter with regular PvP as well as 100-player battle royale
mode. Regular PvP includes a standard deathmatch along with some iterations. Players can also customize their gear and unlock more stuff. It's relatively new compared to most FPS games, but it's already one of the biggest names in all mobile games. Critical OpsPrice: Free playCritical Ops is one of the newer FPS games. This is technically still a public beta without a full release yet. In this one, you can
choose to be part of an anti-terrorism unit and stop destroying or playing as a terrorist and cause destruction. It features online multiplayer modes, leaderboards, and decent graphics to create a pretty complete overall experience. The game has evolved significantly from its inception and manages to be one of the truly great FPS games for Android not named PUBG Mobile or Fortnite.Dead Effect 2Price:
Free playDead Effect 2 is a sci-fi FPS game with elements of horror, survival and RPG. You play as the main character and you can choose one of the three heroes. In addition, you have tons of tools, weapons and body implants to find and level up over the course of the game. It offers more than 20 hours of campaigning, and tons of opportunities for modernization. Of course, you will be leveling your
character as well. It has fantastic graphics as well. This is one of the better FPS games for players who enjoy storytelling and campaigning more than competitive matchmaking. Hitman SniperPrice: $4.99 with in-app purchasesHitman: Sniper is one of the more unique FPS games. Your character is perched outside the building, watching with a sniper rifle. Your task is to perform various goals without
anyone becoming suspicious of your location. The game contains over 150 missions, various sniper rifles to unlock, leaderboard, and it also has some Elements. It's relatively inexpensive and can be a lot of fun if you want a little more strategy than raw, super quick action. Infinity OpsPrice: Free playInfinity Ops is one of the newer FPS games on mobile during this writing. It launched under a different name
and re-branded shortly after. It boasts a multiplayer online competitive experience in sci-fi setting. The game features above average social features, clans, various in-game weapons, jet packs, and various types of games. Graphics and mechanics are also pretty good compared to most average FPS games. Most of the game's reviews are surprisingly positive, except for those who run into bugs. Into Dead
2Price: Free to playInto Dead 2 is one of the newer FPS games. It features much the same mechanics from the first. You run through areas of zombies to survive. The player gets a ton of weapons to unlock and upgrade. This option also includes some elements of strategy and dog companions as well. The graphics are above average. It also plays well for their mobile game and contains several endings.
The game has an amazing amount of depth in the mobile game. It's a freemium game and it's never perfect. However, it's still an excellent FPS game. Modern Combat 5: eSportsPrice: Free to playModern Combat 5 is one of the most popular and ultimate FPS games on mobile. The game comes with some decent graphics, tons of content, online multiplayer, and more. Its popularity practically guarantees
that there is always someone online to play with or against. It also includes campaign mode, six different character classes that you can align and adjust, and support for hardware controllers. All this adds up to a very solid experience. These days, the game is even promoting itself as eSport.NOVA LegacyPrice: Free playNOVA Legacy is the latest name franchise for popular FPS games. This is a sci-fi
shooter that comes with full campaign mode, decent graphics, multiple game modes, online multiplayer mode, and more. You can even craft and upgrade your weapons. Some of its tertiary features include leaderboards, character customizations, and death cam replays in multiplayer mode. It's a freemium game. It makes you feel and play differently than its predecessors. However, it is one of the best. I
don't think its a 20MB claim, though. it's much bigger than that. PUBG Mobile and PUBG Mobile LitePrice: Free to playPUBG Mobile is a mobile port for the very popular FPS game on consoles and PCs. This game drops you on an island with 100 total players. The goal is to be the last left standing. There are tools, weapons and vehicles strewn on the map as well. It plays amazingly well, how new it is. In
addition, the mechanics are above average, even in a mobile FPS game. Fortnite is another great option in the same FPS sub-genre as PUBG Mobile. There are also some decent PUBG Mobile clones as well. Shadowgun War GamesPrice: free to playShadowgun Games is the latest game with MADFINGER GAMES, developers of the popular unkilled, Shadowgun, and Dead Trigger franchises (also great
first-person shooters). This one plays a lot like headlines like Overwatch. It's all online PvP with different characters with different abilities. It's brand new so developers haven't added a bunch yet, but more coming future updates. This one had a bit of a rough release, so the Play Store rating is a little low, but updates have fixed a lot of questions. MADFINGER other games could easily make this list as well.
If we missed any of the best FPS games for Android, tell us about them in the comments! There are loads of great games available for Android, but how can you read the gems of dece it and the amazing touchscreen experience from botched console ports? With our lists, that's how! We're on the best names for Android right now, including the finest riders, complex games, adventure games, arcade titles
and more. We've tried these games and looked to see where the cost is coming from – there might be free stickers added to some of these Google Play store, but sometimes you'll need an app purchase (IAP) to get real benefits – so we'll make sure you know about that before downloading. Check back every month for a new game, and click on these pages to see the best of the best divided genres that
best reflect what people are playing right now. Android game of the month: Ord. (Image credit: Crescent Moon Games) ($1.99/£1.89/AU$3.09) Ord. There are roots in classic text adventures and gamebooks, but strip these sources of bone. Instead of a deep plot or even a full sentence, you are faced with one word and two more representing the choice. Select one and you served the result that determines
your next step. It might seem gimmicky – and it's to some extent – but there's a nuance and atmosphere you can find in a small set of supplied stories. During the game, one left us in a harrowing loop, which we desperately wanted to escape. Another offered a sweet, satisfying conclusion after a tough ordeal. Or maybe we filled in the gaps. You can't help but do it when the narrative is so minimal. Ord is
superb stuff, though – clever, affecting, witty and replayable, despite its (deliberate) brevity. The best racing games for AndroidOur favorite Android from top to bottom, 3D and retro riders. (Image credit: Playrise Digital Ltd) Tabletop Racing: World Tour ($5.99/£4.79/AU$8.99) Table Top Racing: World Tour is a high-speed racing that has you guide tiny cars around chains made of relatively massive
household objects. It's like the offspring of Micro Machines and Mario Kart. The race is very competitive and you fend off crazed opponents as cunning maneuvers and unsportsmanlike weapons as a mad dash to the finish line. While there are opportunities to improve your vehicle to better for tighter tracks, the World Tour is devo into IAP. Instead, it's your skills that will see Take checkered flags – and end
up with enough money to buy swanky new cars. With simple but responsive control, this Android game has a breath of fresh air on the platform where arcade racing is often as much about the depth of your wallet as your skills on the road. (Image credit: Feral Interactive) GRID Autosport ($9.99/£9.99/AU$14.99) GRID Autosport is racing, but also challenge Android gamers complaining they never get
premium titles, and that freemium fare comes packed with ads and IAP. This is a full-on ad-free premium AAA hit that passed intact to your phone (assuming your phone can run it – see a list of games on google play page). Even on the computer and consoles, GRID Autosport had impressive stuff for its release. For five or so years, it's no less amazing than a mobile name as you blaze around 100 chains,
fighting it out in a huge range of cars. This is a note of simulation. It doesn't go easy on you, or lets you smash through the walls at top speed and continue as if nothing happened, but the driving aid will help you master what is without a doubt the finest premium racing experience for Android. (Image credit: Pixelbite) Repulsion ($1.49/£1.59/AU$2.39) repulse exists in the future after riders driving cars too
fast; Instead, they place an experimental airbag that belts along the insane speed. Track design traditions are also ditched, flat courses are replaced by roller coaster-like structures that throw you around in a stomach-churning manner. The game is divided into three phases. It starts with the time trials that have you going through a special colored gate, and ends with you taking on AI opponents, sometimes
– and unsportingly – blowing them with weapons. There's a sci-fi backstory about synthetic men and corporations, but really this one is about speed. At first, twitching controls will find you repeatedly smashing into the tracks and wondering if anyone should take your airbag license away. But master tracks and controls alike, and reusing becomes an exhilarating experience as you ball along toward the finish
line. Rush Rally 3 ($3.99/£3.99/AU$6.99) Rush Rally 3 brings console-style rally racing to android. For quick explosions, you can dive into one rally mode, with a co-driver bellowing in your ear; or there's a grinding metal rallycross, pitting you against computer cars apparently fueled by aggression. If you're in it for the long haul, immerse yourself in full career mode. None of these solutions would be a matter
of jot if racing wasn't up to much. Fortunately, it's really good. The game looks the part, with very savvy visuals and views, whether strapping around a racing circuit or blazing through the forest. The controls work well, also providing multiple settings to accommodate a range of preferences (slope, virtual buttons) – and skill level. All that is enough for the game to get that coveted checkered flag. Horizon
Chase (free + $2.99 / £2.79/AU $4.09 IAP) fed up racing games games more attention, or tarmac looks photorealistic, not how much fun it should zoom along at insane speed, check out Horizon Chase. This tribute to old school arcade titles is about the sheer pleasure of racing, not boring realism. The visuals are vibrant, the soundtrack is hilarious and stylish, and racing finds you're constantly fighting your
way forward in an aggressive pack. If you would love to recall the Lotus Turbo Esprit Challenge and Top Gear, don't miss this one. (Note that Horizon Chase gives you five songs for free. To unlock the rest, there's one £2.29/US$2.99 IAP.) Need For Speed: Most Wanted ($4.99/£4.99/AU$7.99) Anyone waiting for the kind of free roaming racing from console versions of this title will be miffed, but need for
Speed: Most Wanted is nonetheless one of the finest games of its kind on Android. Yes, the tracks are linear, with just the odd shortcut, but the actual racing bit is excellent. You belt along the mesa streets of a monoeby, gray city, trying to win events that will increase your ego and reputation alike. Wins swell your box offices, allowing you to buy new vehicles to enter special events. The game looks
gorgeous on Android and has a high octane sound to encourage you on. But above all, this one is about control – a slick combination of responsive slopes and effortless drifting that makes everything feel closer to OutRun 2 than the usual suboptimal mobile racing tickets. Riptide GP: Renegade ($2.99/£2.99/AU$3.99) The first two Riptide games had you zoom along undulating watery circuits surrounded by
gleaming metal towers. Riptide GP: Renegade offers yet another slice of splashy futuristic racing, but this time finds you'll be immersed in the seedy underbelly of the sport. As with previous games, you're still trying out hydrofoil, and racing involves not only going very, very fast, but also having a massive show-off at every available option. If you hit a ramp or wave that hurls you into the air, you're best
svemmed your ride around or doing a handshake to get a turbo-boost for the descent. Sensible riders get nothing. Career mode finds you earning money, upgrading your ride, and possibly ignoring a little tedious story bits. Racing, though, is excellent – an exhilarating mix of old school arcade thrills and modern mobile touchscreen smarts. Mini Motor Racing ($2.99/£3.19/AU$4.49) Mini Motor Racing is a
crazy top-down racing that finds tiny vehicles darting on claustrophobic circuits, twist and turn is a clear effort for you to re-drive into the walls. Cars act more like remote cars than real fare, which means that races are usually tight – and easy to lose if you look away from the screen for just a moment. There is a ton of content here – many dozens of races set across a wide range of environments. You zoom
through the ruins, and scoot on beachside tracks. AI is sometimes a bit too aggressive, but with savvy car upgrades, and nitro boost racing, racing, more than an occasional checker flag. Need For Speed: Hot Pursuit ($4.99/£4.99/AU$7.99) Need speed: Hot Pursuit exists in a world where police seem to think it's perfectly good to use their very expensive cars to ram fleeing criminals into submission. And
when they don't, they belt through the streets, racing each other (probably) to decide who pays for the day's donuts. It's pretty simple racing – you're basically weaving your way through the landscape, smashing other cars, and causing the odd trap – but it's exhilarating, windy fun that echoes classic racers like Chase H.Q.And once you've had your fill in one of the nitro-happy fuds, you can play out a career
as well, getting stuck in the kind of cop-smashing criminal antics that totally won't be covered by your car manufacturer's warranty. Final Freeway 2R ($0.99/79p/AU$0.99) Final Freeway 2R is a retro racing game, rather blatantly inspired by Sega's classic OutRun. You belt along in a red car, tearing up the road where everyone is quite suspiciously driving in the same direction. Every now and again, you hit
a fork that allows you to choose your route. All the time, stylish music blares from the device speakers. For old hands, you will be a kind of playing heaven. And arguably, this game is better than what inspired it, feeling more fluid and nuanced. If you're accustomed to a more realistic fare, give the Final Freeway 2R a go – you might find yourself converted into its breezy attitude, colorful visuals, and the need
for truly insane speed. Motorsport Manager Mobile 3 ($3.99/£3.99/AU$6.49) Motorsport Manager Mobile 3 is a racing management game without drilling bits. Instead of sitting in front of you in a glorified spreadsheet, the game is a well balanced blend of accessibility and depth that allows you to dive into sob-grained teams, sponsors, mechanics, and even livery. When you're all down, you watch the
surprisingly tense and exciting top-down racing. (This is surprising because you're largely watching a numbered drive zoom around the chains.) One-off competitions give you a feel for things, but real meat starts from the bottom of the pile in career mode, with the ultimate goal of becoming a winner. All this is streamlined, slick, and mobile-friendly, and a big leap from the relatively simplistic original
Motorsport Manager Mobile. Mobile.
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